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ABSTRACT
This paper has two objectives. The first objective is to formulate a 3-dimensional Finite
Element. Model for the dynamic analysis of helicopter rotor blade ,,. The second objective is
to implement. and analyze a dual-primal iterative substructuring lased I5: rylov solver, that is
parallel and scalable, for the solution of the 3-D F EM analysis. The numerical and parallel
scalability of the salver is studied using two prototype problems - one for ideal hover (sym-
metric) and one for a transient forward Right (non-symmetric) - both carried out on rap to 8
processors. In both hover and forward flight conditions, a perfect linear speed-up is observed,
for a given problem size, up to the paint of substructure optimality. Sabstructure optimality
and the linear parallel speed-up range are both shown to depend on the problem size as well
as on the selection of the coarse problem. With a larger problem size, linear speed-up is
restored up to the new subtructure optimality. The solver also scales with problem size -
even though this conclusion is premature given the small prototype grids considered in this
study.
INTRODUCTION
One hundred years aggo what is now called the
operator w%&s introduced_ This oper-
aior°, which governs the interface of a problern generated
b de€ornposing a larger pro lean into rnanyr smaller sub-
probleins, haw spectral properties that are superior to
the original pro'alerrr. Jl n particah-tr, its condition nurn-
ber gtowv^, at a rate that is an order lovver shar p. that of
the on-ginal problem. i ver°y inoderns n3ethod of Eteer ti4e;
^iarbst.s'ucturing is basfd on one or assay variadenal iorrris,
or this  operator.
Pn'r dmtcxi at the A mefican He}.ircptc r SocJe' ty Annu^d Forum
The word 5uhstruc=qua rig an(! the niohod was 'Mtro-
duc°ed fifty years ago bye Przemierriec:ki [1, 21. 76gEnher^
with l etaier €3 , s yr>s and Kelsey =fi, and '1`'Erme>r et
al f5 . they- laid the f€ undations of displ.acernent and force
finite elern€nt analvsis of p rtit„oned 't.ruc°trrres. These
partitioned rnothcxhr; were the only avena s to obtain re-
stilts for practical structures for which the original prob-
lem far oxeeded tire= capacity of corrrput,ers at the sire.
The -nethod (if subs rortrirc_^4 halve rerrralned ?he fa_-rtevt,
(tkne), Tnott eflieient farrerrorv;, rno€ ;t reliable,. Ea€Toi ato
wid 1nost flexible fheterogenous ph-p le.s and rrropert;ie'
rretbod of partitioned of large scale str (Hires.
The r1lodern rrrethod q of pr inial and dual iterative ssub-
structurin g lave their origin and genesis in these ora i.t? al
contributions 	 !or,g before; theadv€run: of par-
allel Cornpute r s.
Thy ,^,dvent of paralle' roinprrter's opersed €rpportrr-
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rnity for solving each partitioned substructure in aI Sepa-
rate proce or, A itraight; forward iniplernentation. how-
ever, leads to a dead end. First, the high condition num-
ber and Ia<°k of sparsity of the interface equat fml bv itself
poses a significant c e—lenge for conyeTgeznc;e. Second,
th€= total interface size grows both with problem size: and
yvith partitions, producing a dramatic iucreasf in the re
cluir€d number of iterations. The recognition, that a fi-
nite element representati€nza of the substructure interface
is pre.5;Lsely a disereto eclai.ivalent; of the, original Po2rb!"t F6-
Stckim) operator, allows the n iathematical theories of do-
main d c°oznposition to be broing t to hosr directly to-
ards the resohntiozr of this key problem, Today pre
cedtnre,, Bsc available which preconditions the interface,
and solvf-s it iteratively, sae a, parallel and scalable man-
ner, requir ing only local substructure calculations_ These
proce,daTires are called i terative substrueturing irnet;hod5.
T}aeir ob,jective its to provide optimai numerical Scala
bility, i.e. to ensure that the condition number of the
pre-conditiorne,d iirnterfacie does not grow with the number
cat substructnra; and grows at trnost pol iogarit.hatically
with mo,,h refinement within each substructure,
The, niatherratieal theory of dornaain dccor.nPositiora
provides scalable algorithms for two broad lasses of par-
titioning: overlapping and nor-ovcrldppirng 161. The over-
lapping partitioning leads to additive Schwan- rnzetlhods,
which are variants of block Jacob! precond.iti€nne=rs. These
are wideky nosed in fluid rnechanic:s, but are of little or no
mip€artance in structural true=.chanic s - dine to the very
high condition numbers 110 -- I Vn ) and high bandwidth
of practic:arl. structures,. Structural rrneehanics usenon-
overlapping partitioning. `hey lead to iterative substrue-
turirng methods; a name, borroxed from, and as explained
earlier, indicative of the deep connections to the long and
successful tradition of substructurirg.
The growth of the rnathez aticat theory of itera-
tive substruccturing can be traced to the seminal pork
of Ago-shkov et ai_ 17, € ] mid Bramble et al. (91 in fhe
i-nid-19SCK, The former provided a detailed miaysis
of the Poi;accare St klov operator- The latter provided
one of the earliest scalable interface prebc:ondition€ors for
a 2-rid order el=ipt•ic problem with hornogenous eoefri-
dents. Subsequttit algorithmic, developments inn this area
have continued through the 1990s, and 2900s it€ne inter-
ested reader is referred to monographs by Quarteronii and
Valli [101 and Toselti and Widlund '11]7 culminating in
the increasing application of t hest, rrnethods for f1;gh Per-
formance Computing EfIPQ lased la rge scale problems
Of co putati.oazal McCbazaies ia2, 131. Today, et mann-
eumann type balancing methods ?€rao>;vrn as, alanc-
iTlg Domain Decomposition with C"o rraints (IMIX")
(sees x:141 arid references therein) and the Dirichlet-
Di ichlet, t,^  pe dual meathods known as F mite Element
Fearing and Integration (i'ETI) i n€:tho€ s €[see 15 and
references therein) provide scalable; preconditioners ghat
are optimal for lap to 4-th order problerwn chat include
high1v dhscontiznuous and la€t rogezn ca s}nbdenrzaia ^.
Both the N w nazntn-?4eurnannn and l ='ETI methods
ivA ctn the 1?sCref-t; equivalents, of the f ill € ? ^ Jf Vii; >
irnterfa ,e operator. The former acts on €€„ pr-in-i.al fonts.
The latter acts on its dual form (explained later;. Both
are based ors. simultaneous Dirichlet, and Neumann solve
within each substructure one for preconditioning and
one for residual calculation only in reve=rse order to
one another. Note that the. Neumann solves — which.. he
at the heart of these methods are non-invertible for
floating substructures that arise nia,Wrailly froinn multiple
par i tiornmg of a struc=tore.. In etarnarain- eannriann, this
sni g nlasity vcc?irs in the prec;onditioner, in FE 1`I this ^in-
gula_rit y occurs in the Tes; Lull ChlC;nnlatlCanl.
I'h€> prinanaary obje'c°tivo of this paper is to apply an
advanced rnulti-level ; TTI rrnethod, the I= ETI-Dual Pri-
tnrat (DP) inethod, pioneered by Farhat et al. P5, 161, for
the parallel solution of a large. scale rotary wing struc-
tural dynamics problem. The FETl-I P method acts,
both on the primal mid dual form of the interface - each
an a separate portion of the interf.-we_ "e, apply this
method in the present work because there is a -substan-
tial volurne of published literature derrnonnstrating its high
levvl of perfor ynance= for large scale on gineering problems
(see. referern€es above). Note, however, that both tho,
FET^t- P art(! the BDDC methods are closely connectc d,
and we. refer the interested reader to the recent work of
Mandel et al ill[ for aan excellent exposition of this con-
nection.
The state-of-the-art in notary wing structanral inodel_
roar involves a variational-a=symptotic reduction of the 3D3D
nonlinear elasticity problem into a 2I) linear cross-section
analysis and a 'ID gesometricazliy ex tc;t bears analysis—,
based on £3erdichevsky [181 and pioneered by Hodges and
his coworkers [191. Aeroelastie cornputations are per-
formed otn the beam, followed by a recovery elf the 31)
stress field. The method is efficient and accurate- exce_ot
near end-edges uj d discontinuities "or whic°h a 3-1, analy-
sis is still needed - as long m the cross- sc*c;tions are small
compared to the ', aVel€ni In of deforrnratiora$ alctn^ the
beats. Moderns hingeless and bearingless €o nfigurations
contain 3-D flexible load bcarirng c, ompozicnts near the
root that have, short aap€sct ratios and eann?ot be treated
a:_ beairswe Moreover, of blades. depending on
their advanced geometry and material anisotropy, also
requires continuous improvements based ore reniznernents
to the:. asymptotic cross-section anal ysis ^2€1, 21, 221.
A second rbiective of this paper. therefore, is tea de-
velop it 3-D FEM analysis for rotary sing structazre: that
can be ased to anialvze gerteric, 3-D, non-beam tike hubs
as Arell as advanced gekorneir y blade slaalae;,,. With the
(tnergencc€ of rotoreraft C"FD, physics-based nra€adeals con-
taining wilhons of grid poinats earn carry out, RANS ccom-
Putatiotns nn^-intg 1007s of cores, routinely, in a research
e€tviroame=nt for the rotor, and even forr the entire heli-
copter. C"-urrent research is focused today° on coupling be-
t. corn CFD and relative1v simple ennin rirn—level rotor
siructuml d.vnarni€ .. The purpose of the second obj€c-
Ov°e of this paper, therefore, is to explore the possibility
of iant %rating 31? l^ f -1 m ih€s play is base  model ill the
C SD domain.
A 3-D f I`M an alvsis wil l, provide enabh ng to-chrnol-
ogy- fur modeling advanced hingeless and beari Bless ro-
tors. It will provide enabling technology for calculating
the str(,rsses and strains directly on the cridc:al load bear-
ing connponents near the Imb, It will provide a rnodel
t.ha€ is a i,rue reprosent,aaiorz of the 3-1) structure, con-
sist:ent with the high fidelity- sought; in large sc;<ile? C'FD
eornmitations, `.l,ius, this r searrli i^ primerily targetted.
towards large ,seale, high-fidelity, II C based ('ormpreherz-
s,l e rotorcraft- siululadons. flowever, a 's a by-product, it
will sill provide, a mega for extracting 2-1) sectional
properties for peneri€; stnicturc, 5, with which forcer is-
delityn<alysis can always be carried otit. There is no
question that such a, capability will be powerful. The
question is that of an efficient solrttion procedure. As ire
CFD, the tmaiendous capabilities of € PC is also envi-
sioned here to he the key technology drher and enabler.
The primary objective of this paper is therefore to ad-
dress this key: challenge; directly.
Scope of Present Work
A 3- y FENI ana,ly= sis for rotary w ing dynamics is de-
veloped with eirrphasis on identifying the inertial terms
that arc unique to rntcars. The 3-I) FEM salver is there
usod to implernent and analyze a parallel ewt€in-Kr ylov
solver developed wing the F . 1T1-DP rnethod of iterat;iv°e
siihst.ructuring_ This solver is equipped with a €:KeneraI--
ized Minix orn ltnsidual fGNMES'; update, in addition
to its traditional C7G Lased update, to accornodate the
nonsvmmetrie nature, of t-otary wing dynamics. However
no fort-rral proof of convergence or condit.icr..r estimates are
derived for this nonsy mnietric operator.
,d1€lv>ince€i finite clerrient capabUities like locking-frees
elements, hierarchical elements, nonlinear constitutive
models, eorriposite ply modelh,g are beyond the scope
of this initial work. Grid generation is not, part of this
endeavor. Simple grids area constructed that are adequate
for research purposes. Domain partitioning, On he other
hand, is a part; of this work. Standard graph partition.-
era that are readily available will not suffice, for reasons
described herein, host key elements of a comprehensive
rocorcraft analvsis are not considered at present: airloads
model, trim model. extraktion of periodic, dynamics, and
sratslt;i-body dynamics, are ali part of futzire->, work.
`.I'he= paper is or.-anized as follows. The ^;e c:ond ec;-
tion d(, ac;ribes the formulation of 34) Finite Hemelit
N-Iodeling (Irk; ) for rotors, followed by pr€liinina.ry ver-
ihc;a'_ on rising thin plate and rotating beam results The
third section present s, a brief descriptiou of the iterative
subst-ructuring algorithm and its parallel implementa-
tion. `il°he. arlim rica,I scaia ilitvr of ttie; algorithm is es€ab-
Ei.4hed in this section. The fourth section introdauc-, the
key €;ornponezzis of they 3D FHN4 analysis: ge mietry and
grids, partitioning art(] corner selection, f h€ hcav=err pro-
totyPe, and the, transient forward flight prototype. The
fifth section is focussed on ma l ability. Ana.y°se^, were, p3er-
forn.ed on zips to 48 processors. _, tli€; maxirzllm availahpe
to the authors at present. The piper ends with the key
conclusi€ m, of this work, and a 'zur? mrr ry- of the fuf iAM
research direction-,; that are c-iticai,l to the success of this
end€ =hour.
3D FINITE ELEMENTS FOR ROTORS
The Smile Element forrnidation is ba,5 ed on well ers-
tablished, stzandard pr'ocedtires [23, 241. The Tion-lillear,
€otrie*.ric:aliy exact impternentati€ n, follows increulen-
tal approach, using Green-Lagrange strain and Second
Pi€ila Kirchoff stress me&sures, within a total Lagrangian
foi~ri.>3at:iors. The irain contribution here is on identify-
ing the .inertial terrtt4 that are unique to rotorcraft.
Strain energy
Let the deformed c:oordinafes of a material point in
the btad(t at aav instant b(e givers by
2- 11
(	 . o
where x') and u j , i = Ii 2, 3 denote the undeforrne;d coor-
dinates and the :3-D deformation field respectively. The
deformation gradient of the paint with respect to its un-
deformecl configuration is then Xt,
I 
x1,l	 X,1 2	 ri..i fl2;,
X,>	 X*_,F r, a X 2	j where
	
i2)5};r
The Green-Lagr rrige strain relates the de(orrried l r.gth.
of a line eternent, ell, to its original. length on The iinde-
formed blade, 0, in the fc,IlcrWing manner
c€i d xi d x j _ = 0L `2, [(d1' 2 - (df €t ^
where (rdf) - dxi da l and (dl ii )' = rd x,. dxj. The Green-
Lagrange strain tensor folio-ws
c - (I. f2s (C" - I)
where C is the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
given by
C;` - .3C X
`I'he e=lerazeTAS of the Green--Lagrange strain tefisor leave
they well-k=rovs-n forTY1
t
 (Z
'zl' c^ zi)&IlkD uicap = -	 xta	 q.	 i	 1 2,3 (S;
	
 f)	 ra r' cx3
The Total I-agrangian formulation is based on. virtuat
work per unit ar."gin it volume_ The stress me is aure that
ig e;rtergetil^ally conjugate to i8 the
second I'iola Kirchhoff stress tensor. T. 'That  is, tht,
strain energy Of the deformed  structure can now be eai-
eulated using the above stra:iD sere r stress nif"i"^11re5 with
integration over ori.ginml volume. The varia t ion in strain
energy is there simpiy°
a	 d	 (4)
For moat-linear analysis, an incremental paroced=tre is rot-
I Ved. The variation. in strata en€rf y in the current state
is cxp nr ,sSed in terrris of irzemmiental deformation's nit-n-
scared from a previous known state. It njust be under-
stood that the variation inn strain in the current state is
sirnpaly the, vadation in inc:romenital strains. That N,
f7e i ,C, t p fit, =- h^ri^	 tfâ ;
Where c E, is the incremental strain
4: ^f 6\t. "" irAF,^ == f: a
.i 4	 T£;J
The incremental strain is r€?l€steel to the increane.ynal de-
forrrantion-s Aui . Thev are defined as follows
r (t	 t1	 i	 t,. t t	 At)
,noj, = xi(t A 7 - Xi it, - uy(t + At) --- Ui(t)
5uhstit€l iars of the strain expression ;I in 6 and use of
1 ^c)Avz OAu, Our OAuk
 OAUk 19Uk
cta }	
€ xr	 ^^ rgt 
4 
F;x(' c )	 six ^ e xd
z
(f
where the', linear and non-linear strains are sepe;rtitely de-
nouxl as 6i3 and tza,. The variation, follow
Where
(LMAU^ 06A^fj OU k- 06AUk	 ),Auk hlk-'
2	 Ear	 ax'? ^ COX,	 Ox	 ^ € x;,, 9,(
1 ( OA 7Jk e)[ AIlk 86AUk 19AUk
2	 clxzi 	cj:r ti	 c).r to	 € ?
Similarly decompose tuft stress
r{ fd:f.	 rr (.t=.; 3	 IEto
[?se; 8, n and 10 in 4 to, obtain
	
trii = j firs, f^ A,,, dY^ y	 g (t f-_A- it d -;
	
V	 .-
	
SAKE, dV	 AU ,
, 
6AMi, tit'
	b =	V
''nee isms. grations ; a before, is over the origiraat v€slunre.
This expros,>kjrn is exact, for large; de orrriations, large
tr«ins. and ?naverial no n-lin€tarit; es. For linear clastic
r materials, the incromental Stress is related to the ancre-
r €tnt,al linear strain by it coustit.nti lke rein ion of tare form
A ,, lips the gt,,uLral rorin L D' L D" containing
The material constitution and I the composite pale tangle
transforirsation. The first term in 'l.1 then lie€.ones the,
standard linear Finite, element term. The second team is
an incrernerit:al term involving the, existin-g stale of stress
and linear strains, The third #earn, underlined, is the,
key tears for rotorcraft. It is an izncrerr<.erntal tern) involv-
ing the,, existing state of stress amd the non-l i near strains,
Tt'.his 4 earl produces the structural c€ upTin s b t, , , ax-
ia's and transverse deformation,­ (tor-,,-ion is not as s€':para -f;
state of motion in 3--D but a Function of transverse defor-
t.aatieaa in re 	 to inertial eff€;cm It carriers within
it thedassiea,t €axteur ion-bending and flap-tag stns*_c aral
couplings. The fourth tarns is dropped as part of ltrr-
earizantion, with the assumption Dejrrar 6,Yn *1i ^ t?. Nlc
tinai expression then: becomes
Tyj	 6A^jj dI -	 f ,: 4 t; U €	 Zt'
Iterations are requir€d, of course, primarily for (T,tt) but
also for the tin€4trizetion, The latter is usuatly insignif-
icant. For example, for a static solution, given a pre-
scribed. defory.n Lion-independant. nou--inertial external
forcing, the equation of nioti.on takes the form
,5u ^ 61vj
°here AV,.• is the external virtual. work. The iterative
procedure is then
(13
er
readily rveognrized as a Newton-ftap hsonr Ueratiorn. If
9,,1,t j is updated only oil the right hand ai fie. the pro-
cicx3atrc i5 P modified Nfiwton iteration. For a rotor, it
must bt €spdated on both sides initially vo € bta;t.n the
correct ratan-linear ,tif Ness. Thereafter. niodified New-
ton is enough for the purpose of airioad non-linearities.
Kinetic energy
The Variation in kinetic enermv or thf,, v=irtual viork
by inertial forces is gi gv en by
67, -6W, ￿ Fri •6F d
^r
where r and i? are the =ccleration ar,€i virtual displac(-
ment of a material poirnl, P € n the Made retati ve to an
Kcit,ial Name I. Lot P He in a non-inertial Frame B.
`Title franus I and 8 are associated with corre-ponding
courdirl rt 3 axes or hasis. At are- instant, frame B has a
displacaernent j;r3t re alive to. the frame I and an orimAx
t.ion deehie.d by a rotation matrix. C IB . C "3 defines the
or• iertatic ri of I relative. to .B 7 Le. it rotates the axis No, m
I3 to .I. if the components of ;,:sr expressed in I3 and I
Ira; is are denoted by x S1 i13 and x1l"" l , Cher,
Ftevali, that the time derivative of the rotation -p atrix is
related to the skew syurrnetric angular velocities by
where rY"'113 is the zr,ngru.lar velocity of .13 .relative, to I
alyd an isured hi B, and 5131 t is the angitTar vetacit=y
of I relative, to t3 and Tne&smed in I. 'Fh€; c,oz rponerts,
c;i the uwt.-hu of the paint F' relative to I am! B and
expressed in I and 13 irarrre;y F,atisl y
r PlIt'	 CIB(Xf3.T(Z3
pal	 7II ' BOB +PF'WB+OT3ljW;13)
^;}'f'C = (-^zZiE2iTXi^'T3 ^ ^Tf3js3 f ,XiI?F3 ^ ^','F°23('X3^
(14)
where the frarua, Ynotior:is have beer y expressed in body-
Htt,ed coordinates as :2":e31,^'1	 'ti11"I W^ ^-^Tf31,r31jt3 2.LI?Cz
;Bill -_ r;£3 0 1'I3 ^r{{3 ,II3;' 	 fjE The €'on pG3nents
of virtual. disphweilrent are
chi 7-'I,'1 W r: 13 /,^,13f 13,;; I37jF3 1., F'f3I
	
t;l''l3 (-1"3^
^z
W(MB11B__;PJNt>90"D4-sirPB18)
C,. ^I^^`^cf
(15)
w h e,
	
^	 j ^,,,F3I{F3
	
RT	
b f
z.F17.3	 -13{;'Farrd v%
	
are the rigid body translational a*tc[
rotalJorial states of frame B. The virtual disp'arernent
,^ f7t	 in 13 frame is written in torats of its finite, element
degrees of freedom	 1?^ 'gqj,. The kinetic overt;;
is then
rota."Anal mKinns CL to, S L W iisi respeo, to a nor— rotating
in rtial franle 1 at the hub. 13 fm; ; no rigid body ^, to es
with respect to I. `thus 6x13.UB _m: 0. ij; MIR
C.' 1 £	 s	 c	 17)
 sr	 eq
Q f?t is the blx&i ^irtrdrth angle, 0 is the control angle,
and to	 vas 6 . _ . €;te.
^t 7; _r3	
r'T'	 Qr1	 f t e
	 C.	 g
oLo	 J
7	 k
a3
^- and e' are be W6 vec€rrs irr the T3 and T frturze;
repectively. 'l'he rcOn-zero co mpol-euts at F r, r ul the;
kiraeti€; energy
 expression 16 become
(.fL^ ,
0	 —RCO Qsg	 tir
( 2p)
,stirs jBQB rPQB
_c ^	 E1fls^	 Slc'^	 1	 (21)
x^
E3cp	 ^l^cs	 —C?2s1 — 62	 A
[I	 t c^ + 96,5rr 1osy _t Qfjo? 1 / x,
Sf.9
..W fAgv
	 0	 V	 ^ ^ X2 F
(22i
`J.'he virtual displacement is sir. iply the ,^a. rhltion of
the incremental displacements
f i	 (:.fi)	 '^ `dus, [he kinetic erer&v 16 takes, t4re following formV
	
In general, frarne; .B :nyv vouta. n a gP,T eral flex ible; coo-	 67^	 j du p iQ ? j 6 7j u 4 2 )d	 (24)
	PI.-me llL Consider a sit pte ('asc; for illustration het. 8 be	 V
the ulx1eformlA Wale rotating frarne, containing the en-
ure blade ; Wh zs ghi at the rotor huh. It uncie:rgoes con- Far exkrrrrple, with the simpi€ t as p urppt;ior,. of only a €ol-
t:rol angle motions 0 7 F,j with reipee.t to another rotating t^=c?i^^, 0 -_ O} and siezufy rotation .
 Q 0, w, have from
frame, 11-, Wuh OH011 at the hub. `Fh s frame uud€:rgoes 19 22 Be €a[Iatr irk ma^o,, daruping, st:iffrc ,^°, and We
;J
contributions from inertia.
.r,; 	 -2t	 0	 Ire
L	 6	 t'
F 1	 Q	 lJ	 L)
L 0 ^ ^^€;^	 Se	 l
Tf	
Xis mr
Virtual work by external farces
A surfaco lies, always, can one or Ynore of the etetnent
faces, defined by its aiatrrral coordinates	 t, rf	 t, or
{ T 1 (see following section), A d:.fferendal change <
in tine natural coordinates 	 creates the lotlowivig
changes in the geometric coordin.tes (x<,x,>,a;a),
k=7
Similarly, differential changes del and d create, the voc-
tor°s x 'dn and x ^^ in the g;eoinetric coordinates. The
area r37drl r for €;xarnple, then corresponds to the,  area of
a parallelogram between the two vectors x,b and x.^dn
in the geometric dornain. defined by their crass product
or cross product matrices: x ,^ x x,,
X2,^XS,,r - X2, ,X,
X X., 	 X3, fx]. p	 ,a '-,
For example, if normal pressure, p on an eleraental fA€m
defined by t =constant, produces a virtual work P dA , 61-j"
the cornponen.ts of dA are sirriply .x ,, Z- , , dq. Tic c€ rt -
ponents, of 65 are the inre rnentFa,l virtuw defortratio s
cf ur *3 U"i b W HIT , where H are struc;trrral shake
functions (see ne=xt section). The virtual work expres-
sion is their
st;if c,ni.ng known as r'.lernent locking as the; Q,1knnent thick-
ness tends to zero. A sirriple but effeetiv(: way to preaven-It
locking; is to trse higher-order elernerates as in this sAudy --
cxanta.in.ing sufficient nuin, bey of internal nodes. Dev idyl
efficient lower order lacking-fre€ , Frick eh ,,P.ients, Niged ort
red aCed-irftegraati€ n.. or enhancod assume,,-d -,train rrn,`:t -
ods, are beyond the scope of this initial developrnent.
'-The, prirTaary focus at present is on ac^caasa€;^^.
t^
6 X26
t4
ts,
6.s 23 20
24
0 E 22^ E9
0 4
€fr3 3
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Figure 1: 27-node isopararnetric brick element in
curvilinear natural coordinates; 64 gauss integra-
tion points.
Figure 7 si ow ,- a quadratic, hagrangian. iso-
paraanetric brick clerrWnt developed in tlris study, t con-
sists, of 8 vertex r?ode-^, and 19 internal nods 1.2 edge
nodes, G face nod€ ss and 1 volurrie node. Wi t hin isopara-
n etric elernents. geometry acid displacerrient: solution are
dotf: interpolated rasing the sari>e shape functions, Thus
';;.
a=',
611"P, = 6q. T, p1l T :r	 Y. E16, dr = dqr Q
_1111
and therefore
(27)
.o	 -V
x,^ _	 r	 ate	 Ii. vi	 (30)
A general surface stress distritaartion 	 is incorporated
in exactly the sarrse rrzanrr.er casing ta F - dJ - R .
t ',_ _= q '
	 III ^ . ^; a ,a g^ do -	 Q	 (28)
Because fluid stress are deformation dependant, thy; area
niu.st be evaluated at the def€>rint-d oorfiguration. The
deformed ccnfiguratiou is not known a priori, therefore.
iterations sire required. This is di,,wtisstd further in the
:yaal^sect;io `Steajdy flraierr Prototype' tinder '3-) Fl° M
Rotor .find slti'.
Brick Finite Elements
The analysis of bending, €lorxrir-aged pro ferns invoh,-
ings thin ste ucture s using 3-D eleanients ,sufI -er frorn sev-ere
where a is the elerraental node point index. N = 27 here..
The drape fuzacticrn s are expressed in € lerrierrt natural eo-
€ardiraat€ s 11 . r , end C. We consider Lagrata e polyn.ornial
in each direction.
I^	 .11 t . rr i . L (F) I " ( rdt U` (?	 :3 )
In the present f arniaalation n = fn p 2; and I, .1_ K =-
2 ; 3, The ^; c€and order Lagrange, po,1^% rroynials in., say
r, axe r(d - :z,2_ aial. x(x -- 11 /2. for € xazriple,
bascA on the local node ordering s€F€swn i n tare figure, we,
have the shape function rorre^,DCM.dirig to node 1.1. WS
Hi:	 C.	 is (rr7 I (^1
	 4 ?P ^e l	 ^^I' rl	 I ,C - 1 `
6
Il i,, El	 0	 lf--
E3 II:	 0	 (7 tl
o
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The strains require, the derivatives of the shape fumotions	 f`'f'om the Ii:raear tifaa,CY3 Aug; as defined in 7, dlo btrain-
with re-spect to geonetric coordinat.« displacement relation now takes the, fort€iwin'g forma
Jai	 ? e H;3 	 OAll	 W-
ua^	 =^:«
s
(:32
These are calculated from the Jeri hives ^vlth resp€€-t to
na.tarazl. coordinates as follows
J	 fl ^^ ^ E f^	 ' <'4 19
firE.
On On
J
The evaluation of the .fac: tiara, J, is straight forward
using the. derivatives of the shape functions with respect
to element rr Wral coordinate axis and the location of
tl€-r nodal points (i.e. the gricE points}.
jai x 'I.	 .^3i
—' 
a3^	 X22	 X()2
JIi..:3
i 'k,	 T, y N,''.3.V ]
;r3A^
Ilse required derivatives axe theca
r3_ W	
l gip = 	 ::3.^1
c3^3	 I r^5
Henceforth the above derivati-es, arc denoted AS
a .-,d tag €^ Htr 	 ' ,	 In addition, t h.e
fir t cliiarf,ai in 32 is denoted by , i.e.
^=t
EBLe -13^ 1 Aq	 (36j
Where
y et'	 -
(3r)
an€i the oxpressioris for B LO and 1311 are g vOT1 above.
The first Term in the strain €neru 12 now b€ cor
v
j
(3dt
The ,ec€snd term is treated is the sung, manner to obtain
	
'5AgT
 J(BD,  — B.1,1 ^(t) dV Aq	 i39'
v
whore ^(tj = (O'ai q22 ^,;t ^i2 72C; _7,,, T . $ovv €ousider
the non-linear iiicremental ,train Ar,€s as defined in 7.
Clearly, the strain is non-linear and a straits di^plwement
relationship eannor be fo and. flovv ,ev r it has a gTmiirtarie
form, and hence can be re-arranoged a
f5Aq T (fPT
x
with. the matrices having spec3ai. R32' n,
T(ij	 01	 0	 ^ (l ti E}
€3	 0	 7(1)	 0
f3;1 L
	
0	 0 1	 F Ct
0	 0	 B
'v =o
7
1213;
O_ Thin plate	 Solid cube __
loolF
0 0
	
2Qr
Figure 2: A cantilevered
plate using (4,4,4) brick el-
ement grid
10	 241	 30	 40
Thickness. inches
Figure .3: Verification of brick elements; Natural fre-
quencies of a (4,4.4) solid block approaching Kirchuff
plate frequencies (symbols) with reduced thickness
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13N";
	
	
H­2 0 0 IL2 Cl f1	 ,z
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The vokirne integrations are performed Lasing # garas5
poirts along each natival. coordinate axes, as total of 64
integration points. Nate that
dV – det .J) d^ rlrl d,
?vlode
nulnbc'r
1
2
4 x 4 x 4 3 8 x 8 x 4 	 Kirchhoff
Bricks	 Brick'	 Plate
3.55	 3.50	 3,47
8.68	 8:3	 8.51
3 22.93 21.58	 21.29
l 28.16a X7.29	 2 7.19
s 32.84 j	 .31..19	 30.96
6 56, 78 54.31	 54.13
7 71.19 63.09	 61.29
8 '4.75 fii4.9Ei	 64.16
9 83.68 x2.507^ 0.98
`F:abl€- 1: Mate frequencies using 31:3 >L EM, noudi-
rrnerrsionalized w.r.t. VT) —I u: plate dimen-
sion. t: thickness, p: density, L; –" Et; r'01'120 – u'Ix
.E: Young's Modulus and v: Poisson's ratio
VERIFIC !FION of 3-D 1? EM
A prehmianary verification of the 3-1) FEE rraodel is
carried out by reprodti€:ing non--ro tating thin plate fr
cl aencies, and rotating slender bc3ani frequezides, The
sJorr er verifies the lockin -fre beha ,;i€ar. The later (T ri-
fies tire norm-tin aa- iniplernentation.
i(W'tion grid	 Torsion 1	 torsion 2
1XI	 1.710	 x.132
2x2 1.9£16 4.758
3x3 I.i,a 7 $.733
XA 1,576 4,728
9 x :3 ] .575 41 726
`Fable 2: Beam torsion frequencies vs. cross-
section grin refinement. 8 spanwise elements;
nondimensionalized w.r.t. `C3.I Lr< ; EB val-
ues are 1.571 and 1.712; Bears dimensions are
Ll x c x C, L = 1.0CJ
Thicknt-,,, 8 16	 20
3x3 i 3x<3	 3x3
C, 4.733 41726 1 4.725 i
cf 2 1 4,757 4.746	 4.742 1
c/4 — 4.824 1 4.794 1 4	 84
r	 CA 4.886 4.839 ' 4.824
Table 3: Second torsion frequency vs. spanwise
grid refinement; 3 x 3 crass-sections, rro dimen:-
sionalized w.r.t. r'G`.T11L'2, EB values are '1.571.
and 1.712
Thin Plate Frequencies
'.F'he locking-free behavior of the brick elenz eut& in
shear, is verif ed by re-pr€sdiz frig Kirc:hlioff plate fire€lite n-
ciea fctr a ti-in plal;e, ogling a A 4,4 1 brick :n€sh Mg, 3.
The plate free;€iencies ar€; obtained from con-,erged 2D
rectangular plate finite. elements (20,20) and are vah-
daated easily with dns:urnente€1 sch.ztions4 The
discrepancy at the higher, ns des are resolved izsinl; a frrier
rnesh converges) solution. seen Table 1_ `l.be r€ A%iduai dif
fererrce-" are €fuc to s}tear, riot pre,ent in the kirch Jiff
,ohai€an ; )tint pr( if in the brick solution
8
Now4w.^ "k^^
(a'l ^^^1e, 3_ ping, 2	 (h) Nlo(3^ : Lag t
(c? It€ofl[ , 5: 1 , lap 3	 (d) 't odt, di: TZw iorl 1
Nor..-O zes Rotor spw
;e) Fan plot showing restating frequenci os
Fig—Lire 4: Rotating frequencies and anode shapes of an uniform hingeless Made of aspect ratio 15,
thickness 25% chord, and rectangular crass-section; 3-D bricks vs 1-D beam; 16 x 3 x ::3 grid
Aspect	 `lrirsiorr :I 'I`rirSit^rz 2^
Ratio
PCi9 1.."^9i3 !	 1.794
	 ,
1.599 4.799
210) 1.603 2.8^13
15 1_fw 4.826
10 1.615 41S60
1.622 4.899
6 1.635 4.919
5 1.645 991	 ,4
1,662 1	 5.064
3 1.794 5.78
Table 4: 'Torsion frequencies vs. aspect ratio; k6 x
:3 x 3 grid; nondirnensionaliaed w°.r.t. ^IC3,I rll3^;
EB value: remain 1.571 and 4.712 for all -^sp€ct ratios.
Slender Beam Frequencies
Next, the 3D element is using a ;Mender of
rrsriforni Y ,C)Yriet.ry that behaves m a bearD ,ve;r a re&son-
atbly large variati€ri hi thickness and asp€et. ratio. The
bending frequencies are eas y to re-pro lace, torsirirr ill
general requires, greater rescalzst:r^rs. lt.ri a.rraifornl :leader
bu rr of aspect ratio) 1.00 acid square cross-section, 1-e.,
the c4zrr?ersinrss are 100c, c, and c, in lengt,h., width, and
f 13^CkS1E':i'=, ?:; €°f)PiSl.£^&3ZF;d, r^' i^ts t€iP6i(3Ti fr('£[L2(;Rf t.€'t's e'.C3YI1'^r'^e
towards Eisler-Bernoulli nurss.bers =ith two to three c7oss-
£:€ ion elenlcnat s 2. The renindI iyny diff€',rencesterns from
.`°:?e1T1V:'Y".:e re-solatf.on.
The effect of spanwis e resolution 1s shown irr the first;
row of rEable 3. starting frorn 8 x 3 x 3 grid as th e base-
line. spa'T"wise resolution becomes sxr£rre irrspor t,ant a9
Table 5: Rotating freq€rencies for a soft-inplane
hingeless rotor; th x 3 x 3 grid in 3-D; L: Lag, F:
F lap, T: Torsion
the beam thickness is reduced. This is ihowo in the, sub-
sequent rows and c-ohtrnns of Table l4. f1s, rows show
the variation of to sion frequencly with a progressively
thinner beam. The colurans show, the effevt of sparnwise
refinement: for each thickrsess `1.hore is irEcr a c devia-
tion frogs lf;=aler-Bernoulli ^alrses as cht, thick^;rs r^Ye?rwc s.
With the thickness, fired at- c 4 and the, grid at, (ix 3 x 3.
the; aspect ratio of the bewn is now progressively reduced.
'Fable 4 show- that frons 100 to 20 the freclrsenck- rernain
r(^I.atively= constant. .fit w4pec:t ratia 5 there is still o€lfv
an error of 5 - 6%. This deveaxt ion is expected froul the
plmsics of the probl efn and is not an error. in 1 he f, EM
fornnulation.
Con ider the C wifi uraLkin -,Oth Ie ngtfl ` 0c. widtlr
r, and thickness c-/4. TIx,, rotating rrrode^ of f?ris sirnlyle
beam structure are; shown in Fig. Y. The frequenc y plaitMg. 4 e}`, %hows the t;he heann frcque ci€s are _, I ya st ex-
actly r€sprodn ed by 31) 1" EM and the srriall grid size
of 16 x. 3 x 3 is adequate for this insple p:obl ,,nn^  Now
drat. thin serves as a verification of the non-linear for-
an lation. The tonJon frequenev shoves an error of ,75'X=
cons:stern with the deviation from E tiler-llernoulli fre-
quenc.e; in the, non--rotating case. for this level of grief
refinement. For this structure, the trrr: iozr fregtreney is
.elnti:eiy highs and occurs orily &i the sixth mode. I ie
.rotatint-, "e€ uenc'ies at: Q J`( radis ail€', given in Table :),
krona for ra beam and the, 3-D anla vsis.
ITERATIVE SUBSTRUCTURING USING
PARALLEL KRYLOV SOLVER
A pamilel Newton-Krylov solver is developed to pra
vide an efficient and scalable, 3-1) FsTLI solution.
Larg€^sca=e strr Olural €lyr€ainics problems are solved
most, effickntly using the method of substruetftres. Sari--
strraeturing involves par-titionirg a st;ruct:ure into nonn-
overlapping subdomain,-, . It is the roost accurate rnethod,
because each subdomain  can have Its criers internal solver
depending on its local condition number_ Trost. always,
a, direct, factorizat=ion is preferred. A real structure c,on-
t. s sio^nificant. heterog;enexities - thin and slender geome-
tries. plate and shells by biharrnonic k^ ohs, 3-D bricks
with high bandwidths 1000j, non-Ii )ear niateri.als,
and ronstraint forces factors that routinely give rise
to condition niunben€ of 1€}'-I.0 '.
Modern methods of iterative substructuring pro-
vidk^s a based preconditioned it-
erative solver for the interface problem. The interface
probleni need not be of primal wpe, b«! t can also be of
dual type. A primal prob]enr consists of variables, thaf,
are a subset of the origi?raF Izriksio ns. e.g. the displace-
Merits at 1:h€: iist€=rface- A dual problem consists of :vaxi-
abler that are not, a subset of the original uzrTs;rowns, but
chose equality roust still be gaurautee(L e.g. the reaction
forces at the interface. Depending air the problem dual
variables differ -- bending problems will involve transverse
shears and nioxnents ; wherews a plane streets or strain
profilers will €rnvolve only in-plane stres>scs. Regardlc s
of type, whether primal or dual, all finite element inter-
face descriptions are precisely the discrete equivalents of
the Poincar&Steklosr
 opera,ton
The interface has attractive sper:tral properties as a
result of which it is more, amenable to iterative solve- In
particid ar, unlike the subs€:ructures t,hern'selves, the con-
dition Y.nirnber of the; interface problem grows at a rate
that is as order slower compared to the original prob-
lem, e. ., by 0(h -1 ) for sec,orid order and by Wit"1  for
$<sazrt,fa rder PD Es, 1-lowever, it also grows, necessarily,
at e1(11') where; lair is the subdomain size. For a second-
o d€r ellipt-ict p€sit-ive definite ,
 arid coercive, operators,
the precise number for uniforl-n finite element meshing
given 1by `` 5
If
h IRS
where .AR is the, m xira:;tam and If,,, is the rninitntan sul3
doinain dianiet.er. The ina.in objectiw-, of iterative sub-
sfxuet:rr.r=rag is to provide- preconditioner ; such that the
precoraclstjoned interface problem ha,. a € edition nunt-
ber indepen.dant of both h and RR. Such a prec°onditioner
is an cptirnal precondi€ioner, At the saTne t i me, it n_iust
be corNtrue'.ted ITS parallel, Hil,I°t3C oynain b:r su bdc3n2e',,in, re-
quiring only r-ommuracation between subdonlains but nc?
rather serial opero-don - otherwise the prhnary purpose
of iterat i ve substructuring is deaeated.
The de.pendance on OJI,,_`) cannot bP, prevented
without a coarse grid Solver corninunication only be
twetin neighboring subdomnins will always ,hou, thi de-
pendart,x% Theis, a coar_c, problem i.e. a, general mecha-
nisms to prolra€;atc local informa for globally, is a-central
r€qusreniert of any scalable solver.
The general building blocks of a recoficiitioned
Krylov solver i for soMng M—Ax M`b are: €t;T
residual calculation r = b - x, (2-) preconditioning;
11— 'r- arid, (3) a matrix-vector inultiplication A.T. err
iterative substructuring algorithm prw0de-4 these build-
ing blocks in a subdomain independant;, parallel mariner.
Once the building blocks are provided, construr.tirsg a
Kryl€ v solver 6; trivial. 1)nli.ke the CC update, the C,k1-
RF^ update. however, poses its own parallelization is-Lucy
due to the Arnotdi. procedure.
The FETI-DP Algorithm
In items i-,e substructuring, the subck3main interfa.c€=
nodes are first separated into vertex. edge an I We nodes.
` bfh vertex modes and a subset of edger odes are th-n
designated as corner nodes. In f= ks` "1-C^l' ; the degrees
of free€lorir (DOFs' associatrd with the currier ilodles are
f€srMilh-U'd as a primal frrt€rface. The DOFs associated
with the rest are formu3atA a-^ a dual interface. The
corner nod(-- forth a. e©arse probler_n that propagate,,- lo-
cal subdomain information globaH Y. Because the number
of DOFs associated with a corner depend on the order of
the problern. i.e. 3 DOFs for 2nd carder brick FEIV or 6
DOFs for A tli ender plate or shel ls elernents, it automati-
cally
 renders the coarse mesh appropriately denser %v^,iti;
increase in order. The `ETI-I .P inethocl and its imple-
meri.tation in this studyi_s entirel y based on the work of
Refs. P I .l6b ft detailed e=xposition of our irnplement.a-
tioa.,, is not prop=kled here., A brief de,^.;c,ription is provided
below suramarizing its key= aspects,
For a given subdoinairi, if its nodes are re-ordered
with in.ternaa node-i Rg fir-A, followed by interfar,e nodes
F',  and then, corner nodes Inc {for a selection of cornier
nodes in 3-D, sew: next: secdon), €,lien a subdomain matrix,
ay the stilftaes,- matrix, fakes the following fora]
h , R^ r , K^
.K ::	 K%„ Kt	 Rt s'	
^ If^r,€ ^r6 1
K6 t K	 ICS; r;	 v r€	 v s
}'1l
cohere the internal and edge etudes are denoted €ageelwr
a , R,' modes. The subdomain forcing, I ', and ra=:sk ito^ as,
,u-', are correspondingly
f A 1^	 a
rg i J
10
where
 (
	
9	 43)
d	 ` ^p
Two Boolpan restrictions; are defimed for each srtbdomaln_
'file lirST Book'a n rostrictionf B', resstrlct: n' to 'Ebb,, and
assign; a 11 or — l sign shell thai, equality of the int.erfnee>
dcgrees of fnedoin are gauraritetd upon eonver^ei;ce.
The surnmaC, on sign denotes &-;sembly over subdorrrains.
The €cond Boolean restriction, ^3', restricts the global
corner nod€-_, to subdornain corners. Note that, for a r€;-
ordere,d subdomain, the first restriction, B' has the form
and sivea
0	 (44)
0
wh reB' is a diagonal matrix with entries ^-1 or —.1.
The dual-prirrrat procedure: computes a sett of dual vari-
ables = au ilNary variables that are not, hart of the csrgi.aai
problezn! which an convergence. allows the recovery of the,
subdriina'in internal and edgre nods as
It i^u`	 f z	 I3f A"	 (=lay)
and the global corner nodes as
The corner problem, v. hich propagates error globally, is
a coar,€r acid problem that is a,so constnicted subd€aruain
by subdoinain. Formally,
fi
	
^^	 h r	 ^T
	
RV —3L-	 .FAT i Kra.	 3 3 ^	 E47
"	 T'	 1 $	 5
	^W	 ^; I BRd KFI? ,	 fta
The solve, ho-tvtver, is carried out in every subtloinai.is.
Thus, before the interface iterations begin, the subd€"
retain t:onlributions to the left hand side of the corner
problern are, constructed and factorized in every subdo-
inain, and globally communicated. Thert;aft:er, during
the interface Krylov iterations, the coarse; problem solve
is only a repeated right hand side so ,-e-
ilhe building blocks of the Kr lov iteration; r(,-i.€ dal.
calculation, preeonditioning. amd matrix-vector nnzltipli-
cation procedure are brieffy stated below,
Ree5idue calculation
The tirmt part- of the residual r, hz obviou ly
	
r r ==	 f3^^ir.
y
'.T'h€ secorid part of the residual 1-2 is obtained after th€
coarse Solve
W
fi
The residual 'iss then r = rr + r, Note that the resid-
ual caiciilaation is based: on s,ubdarnair Neumann, solves.
Therefore, the subdomairi paatit,ionin& and € riser node,
selection inust unsure null kernels.
Prec©nditioner
The residuals an- used to construct cmbdomair; f uxc-a7
with its' obtained using sribd€ maiii Dirichlet solves
K'j,w' = K' j ` K' j, B r''	 (51)
frorn which the preconditioned residual follows
1.
 `r —	 B^a rf'	 (52'
l xpand.ing the above expressions, ire; have, formally
1` i —	 I3R 0
o
 
E 13 t `;3
where,	 are the subdoirsain Sehur compl€ mc=ia.t; mzz Lri_
ces. A more efficient prt'condit.if3Y , ter but not opt:irnal) ;.s
obta led by skipping the Dirichlet solve; ab(aver and £sal-
culating the fluxes directly as
`T'ld,, leads f€arinally to
M—1 ^	 , [ 0	 o	 f3s 11
'File subtiornain Schur complement matr ices here been
appro.Nimated here by their leading terins. The tvo pre-
conditioners ab€ave are termed the Dirichlet and Lim,'ed
pre€°ondit€oners. All result,= sh€ wn later in this paper sc
the Dirichlet preconditioner, even though. for :3- 'f3 brick
problems the T,unipccl preconditioners are known to be
faxst,er .
Matrix-vector multiplication
'Phis is identical to the residue calculat€€sr, o-,cEpt
g F3	 is now rtrplaced with B,',"
' 
fir'. Here P` is the
siibdoma,ir; restriction of the wwtor to the amitipli€d.
Numerical scalability
For a syrnme=t,rit- and €;aercive eiilzi>t'.ic operator the
condition rsainiber of the preconditioned FETI-DP int r-
f ice problein can be shown to grove as
mm. 0 I
	 lop' 
lb	 i	
-,vhere, TYr- C 3
I	 A
.f-Y---F--
—: - Y
-?a cc^ ?^-:art, r,^ -^ ^ ^ ='^=:
—F- i
rq,
Iri l zre 53. A 4 x 4 plate partitioning; 16 ei-
emeuts in each partition. Interface, cor-
ner, and boundary nodes shown in red,
blue, and green respectively.
Figure, 6: A 16 x 16 plate partitioning; 16
elements in each partition.
I`13r;t i^5, if the subdwnaiw^ have size Fl, and the finite
dement uieA laa_^ size h, then the coiWition nt inter of
the interface grows oidy a, 11/h. "T`be etnitlition nurn-
ber det-erujines the iteration count required for t:onver-
getrce. For opt inial sca)ability alg€irithin, the iteration
count does not grow with the number a; i,oihdoniains Is
long as the mesh wit4in each ,-,ubdoina n is refi,ied to
keep 11/4 constant. Thus, a bigger prob[en, with a€ di-
tional ubdontains rc€iuire th€ same iterations cou 1, a q
 a
sisiailer p roblein a5 long ws both c 'main t.h carne me l
resC'.l?7 i3IP.
1110 opti=_€rallty Of t, W algOrithrr i.s -verified on a plate
bc,tidirg probleria. Plate bending, like beam bending.
is governed by 4-th order partial differential e€inaMor
and is considered a challexsge for iterative solvers because,
their condition nuinbers grow at a rats t3 h: I t 1 bles 6
and  7 show "he change i°i iteration count with decreas-
ing o°alttes of h, and If c-specti.vely. Tlw iteration couiat
increases with increase in 1111h and decrease-, with do-
crease in 11,h. flowever, ifHe/h. is held 6x00<. 'T able 8
shows. as des. re.d, the: iteration Ex MIL t-ctaiW.iss rek tiv€ y
Constant. "i"ht.iz ,
 the two plate proUenns v1ho n in pigs, 5
a3nd 6 converge at the s'arne gate even though fl. 1e^tter
i8 four times as big as the foriner.
CG G 'tTT3ES
1 '8 16 21€i 18 21
1/12 16 468 23 26
1/i6 16 81( 26 31
1 /20 16 1260 29 36
1 /24 16 1800 32 3
1 /32 16 3168 37 =F
'Fable 0: Number of substructures fixed n,=16 0 x
mesh partition). Iteration count vs. increase in
problem size.
n" ri m; 1 ETT-IMP
cc
F E T'I-DP
GMRES
1/3
1/4
 9
16
1260
1260
3.1
32
=46
41.
(	 1 /6 36 1260 29 33
I/8 64 1260 25 29
1/11 144 1.269 21 23
Table Problem size fixed DOFk 1=1260 (h=1/24
mesh). Iteration count. vs. incrase in number of
substructures.
CC	 (AIRES
1 11 16 16 816 26 31
1,„70 25 1260 8 32
1,124 36 1800 29 33
1/2€3 39 2436 30 34
1/32 Cj' 31.68 30 34
Table 8: Problem size per substructure fixed
I1/h=4 (16 elements per substructure). Iteration,
count vs. increase in problem size.
Parallel Implementation of CG
A standarel Conjugate Gracii€nt (PCG update is as;
shown below. The rna n building, blocks that are cotl-
^Ari.zcted €using the paralle% 1'ETT--DP protedtire are higka--
hghted in bald.
AOi = 0; rt) == d -- FAO
for k	 1, 2,...
a
Pk -=' zk-r A- s kTak- i.	 UiLn yj = =t^
r £
	
'..
m iz t r ' 1 i i P Fpj,
A k,	 Gk,,-i
	 t°-irk
i.2
end
In aticlition to the communication reaixirements for
the FE'FI-DR the €IG update, require -i prcaec it synchro-
nk-anon points of its own. These, are points beyond'hih
calculations cannot proceed. unless all processors reach
that: point. All vector inner products are synchroniaa-
tion. poinTs. The two synchroi?ization points are under-
lined above. An additional synchronization point is re-
quired to calculate the norm of the predonditioned. resid-
ual ikk - il'21, to determine the stopping criteria. In tiie
case of C G, the, total number of points can be reduced to
ore, using advanced norm estimation techniques 26 ; "T
This refinernent has not been included at prf^,sent, but it
is desired when thousands of distributed mernor y nodes
are eventualiv used.
Parallel Implementation of GMRES
A G RE S update require are Arnoldi procedure and
a solution of a leapt-square problems. A Reorthogonal-
ized Classical Gran.€-Schisndt Arnoldi procedure iG impii-
mented in this study, based on the seminal work of Daniel
sat a.l.;` 8z . € n the one hand, this algorithm produces high
levels of twthogonalizati.on (down to machine precision)
and is superior to Modified Crain-Schnsidt (291. On the
other hand, it remedies the unacceptable communication
costs of the latter (explained below). Note that ; a C",lasr-
sical Gram--Schiiri.dt, (i.e.. without Worthegonalization)
is numerically unstable and is not ri,5ed it praetice.
Recall, given are initial estimate xtj and residual
ra b - Axd,) , every m-t.h CN-t S itorat.e for the so,-
lution of Ax = b is liven by x; ^ _ xo i- K where K lies
in the ICry log= subspace of dimen don m associat.ed with
A and : o, .K, 'A, rn = span (r'o, Ara, ... , A",_ir^}. arid.
rninimi?€,s the norm 'b - Ax 12.
The Arnoldi procedure in di eusion m c°onstructs
are orthonorrnal. bads V, = [v i , v2 ... , v,,! of the Ifrylov
subspace K,,,,(A, r(a). The pro€edazre also generates a ma
trix .11,E of size (m -f-1) x in the, top rn x rn block of which
is ail upper E essenberg miatrix H, The m.-th iterate is
coiraputed as x, = xa. =,y,.. where y, is calculated
such x,, r inirnize s 3, (b Ax., I I,. Phis: amounts to cal-
culating a y,, which rrainirallres H 3e i - ft-y b where
^jr(i and e; is the first canonicalcanonicalvectorctcr of 'V" i.
A. QR factorization --- employing Givens rotations is
used here to solw,, this least sgLarek problem,
`.I.`he classical GMRE;S method expands the Krylov
subspace dimien z^ion, iteration after iteration ; to n and
terndnates in at most n iteration.s. Dacia. iteration re--
quire; every previous basis vector. A restarted Vension
of GMEIES, on the other hand. res rictq the expansion
to, say; rn dimiensions and restarts the Arnoldi proce-
dure, usinu x, as it new mitinl. gnus. " hese restarts arcs
called tire. ou ler iterations. Given below i:r the restarted
GMIZ S(ni) adnorit.hn-I.
Au -tl< r =d--FA.,
for k - 11 , 
	
till convergence-
Eh = zK-, i./,3
Arnoldi procedure
Least-square scare of order ?n:
Calculate tt, to iriiiliinive
mill
i se QR factorization of
rk = d	 k
o-t	 1. Z °2
end
The Arnold! procedure is the heart of the algorithm.
It requires three steps. EFor a given A and an initial vector
vr, the rn basis vectors are constructed as:
for j=l,2......
il) Basis expansion: uv;-= = Avj
(2) €Irthogor_atization: orthogonali,e w j 1
with respect To all previous Arnoldi
vectors (2;i,r)2i.. ,''s1
(31 Normahzaition: izs i,3 =flu` zE u
and vj,i -,t=zfa^zs-
€}rthozgonalizaition is the main step. T`radit,ionally a
Modified Grarn-Schrnidt algorithm. is always preferred at
thi,  step (over Classical Cram- S€'1 addit) because of its
numerical sta bi.hty. It i4 as follows. The sviichronization
points are underlined.
for j = i.,..,rn
v, Fvj
t 1V1-Iw
fol . i-'l;-...j
hi. = i;; t
ezacl
h,y +i,a
	
lt',2
end
The first set. of points, i.e. the v^l , calculations,
prvsents a high counnnnication requirement, Within
each step j, the, vector t, once generated. is arrarnediately
projected to, and subtracted from;, each anti ever y one of
the previous Arnoldi vectors a;e. 1=w.h projection, a vec-
tor inner product, requires a g.,Ot)a1. svnchroniz tioni In
a Classical Gram-Schiradt, the projectian a-nd the sub-
straction.. steps could be carried oiat separately, with a sira-
gle synchronization stela in--betwei n. Elowever, lecaris'e
Classical Grain-Sshimdt is unstable (though matheaaat-
iially equivaleiit to Modified Gram-`''chiridt), a. second
orthogonalizatior step is needed. Thus, the finial Re-
orthogonalized € l&ssical Orsini-Schmidt algoriti rn is a-
follows.
1.3
for —L,-_.,In
tt: Fvj
— M-'
or i
end
Global synchronization I
for i= l...... j
end
for i = C,
€:sad
Global synchronization 2
for i =
i = t -- h'.fVj
end
h == h+ h'
H
erd
€Z=1§c
Figure 7s Planforrra of prototype rotor blade;
c = 0.53 na; two different spanwise grid resolu-
tions used in this study are shown.
3-D FEN4 ROTOR ANALYSIS COMPONENTS
In this section, the rnain components of the 3--D rcr
';c3r HA-1 al}=sis are described. They are the georiacita p
and grid.;, partitioa and corner selection. stead y hc;v€;r
prototype, and the tr ssi€ nt forivard flight prototp€ _
` he: ,^, are, mere prototypes because we do not uwe
real airloads, do not have a trim t i"hanism, and do not
have at present a! r j le repr€s ntaiiort of a blade Stru tazre.
t
y	
a ?	 c	 4
Figure & Cross-section of prototype rotor
blade, 5% t Ic, exaggerated scale; 4 x 4 briefs
with internal nodes,
In additi€an, for research purposes, we will consider only
small size, problems, with. which a large number of cages
could be constructed using the 48 processors that. wc:re
at our disposal,
On the, other hand every fundamental aspect of the
physics of the structural dynatnios of art iscalatoel rotor
blade is incorporated. ^ ni . the parallel solution procc
dare is gen r°ic, i,s. it is indopenda rt of t1w tye of air-
loads, control angle variation, grad. and material consti-
tution. The objective, is to study the namorical scataNlity
of the Nowton-Krvlov solver and the pr"tica.l scalabilit:y
of its pres€irst implenlention.
Geometry and Grid
N,
 e. consider a hingeless rotor blade, discret:ized as
shown in Figs, i and S. The simple grid generator, for
this study requires that the cross;-sectioual discretization
remains the same along span and that allsections he
solid. With these assumptions. it is straight, forward to
comodate: an arbitrary variation of airfoil shape, twist,
planf€srn , and advanced tips. A key tindtation at present
is that only one continuous structure can be gridded,
Grid generation, however, is Ti.o#, the focu s- of this v ork.
It is assumed at the suitable grid will be available to the
solver from other sos.ercaes,
The surface g€iometry, required for external forcing,
is defined by the sectional airfoil coordinates, We use a
generic, symmetric, airfoil with 5% thZ ckzn s (Fig_ 81.
TVe consider a set of four finite= element discretira-
tians. nc x n^ x z refer"' to numbers of elements aiong
span, chord, and thickra€ss. Note that, each elernent con-
tain; 81 degrees of freedom and 64 integration points,
Grid rs x n	 x,^ '1'€^i:az	 h}nos	 E
1 48 x ,I x 2 1.2,960
3 g{ x4x2 25.920
96 x 4 x 4 4,fl`ifl
Table 9; 3D FE )VI Rotor Grids
FP wh finite €xleinent, natural ly, can accornod t:e its
oU'n constitutive material model and ply direction -- we
0.05 x e-.
14
node
:s and
esy
'Omer wades
_ (edges)
,e nodes
COS)
use simple isotropic properties: 1 -= 73 GF'a: p	 fi. $
and Fi 2700 kg/m' i (corresponding to Alurninurn).
Along with  th€ diraxeasion c = U37 ;., these gener-
ate shnilar order of magnitude Value's
of stiffness arid inertia az soft: iuplane hingeless rotors.
No at:teuipt i4 n,ade to plar:e the sevidonal o&et^ with
respect to gcrar:er-chord. Thus, the blade ma y. not be
dynauiica?y stable. However. the values Avill gonerate
tvpkai deflections with typical airloads. The airloads are,
an uniform 40CIO /in` baseline (around 3€ 5 lb jft; along
span) baseline, and two and four tinies that aniount., to
;erzc'rate large defornintion cases. The airlvads irnposed
can the blade are proscribed - they aet oril ly on the top sa r-
faee and they are uorrriai pr: iMire airloads. Thal, they
have the non-linear characteristic," of a follower force
i.E=. they wt normal to the deformed surface which is
not ktaow a priori_ The rotational speed is Q — 27 rad/s
(steady),
Grid Partitioning and Corner Selection
The partitioning requirements are unique not just
arid• partitionor will do. The generation of subdonaain
grids from a. global grid via a: re-calcufation of the finite
elerneut connectivities is straight-forward. Partitioners
are widely available is public domain, that carry out
this Leek intelfigently ousuring an uptirnal balancing of
processor leads. However, for structures, this is not the
mast irnportant requirenient. The inost important re-
quirentent is that the the coarse problean be picked to
ensuro a roil kernel in every substruct tire.
Botindary nettles
Boundan €edes
`w
interface n
(fads
Figure IT: Substructure node designation for
two-way partition. Corner modes are edge
nodes connecting more than two substruc-
tures and those occur°ing at the boundaries.
Boazndwy nodes
interface nodes 4
	
fu
(faces and edges)	 r
;` Omer nodes
(vertices anty)
Figure. 12: Optimal substructure node designa-
tion for two-way partition. Corner nodes are
vertex .nodes including those occuring at the
boundaries.
and chordwise directions. Figure 9(c) show, ,, an alter-
native 1-1) partit ion. It will be shown that the latter,
though naturally loa4l haia_nced for a blade structure. is
a poor part i tion and should not be used.
The partitioner perf€irrns the following tasks:
1. Designates the comer nodeis.
2. Reorders the subdorriain nodes into interior, face,
edge, wruex, and boundary nodes. Recalculates the
subdornain finite element conraectivities.
3. Sete lip doinain eonnec-tivity niape for , aubstrdwhlre
to snEstructiire corninunication.
The first and ,weond are the key ta.ks. Th(,, third i,"
merely a matter of b ;,k-k€eping-
Figure 0: Substructure node designation for
one-way partition.
The P1 a- -iticrner We develcil) as Bart of th..is research.
is simplc - in that it handles only the brick cleinents we
developed, and it nnakees the same mquaa.pt.iora; on the
grad tvpe as our simple, grid generator, Naxnely, that the
cros€s-sec:tiorml guide must r(, zriain same, throughout the
span, regardless of variations in geesrrietry_
hlgure peal sho-ws a type of generic;'-I) partifion
that is used in the presa;nt studv. T
in
blade c< be di-
Vided into ally rinTliber of ^salast,ructrir^s in the spanwise
15
^.^ 2 «
^ \
k 2-2 parl itione.d bladeg !	 (- Gorywr wid +vrfae
1-1) pactJTJorwd bWR,g!
	
(d)O, and m	 e
zz 9: Partitioning of blade grid  mms st i es or subdomains.T corner nodesmust ensure
a_g kernel for each substructure. Each substructure will be solved inaseparate processor.
16
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tSeMon—Raphson #erations
Figure, 13: Convergence of Newton-
Raphson outer iterations for structural
and forcing non-linearities in hover
Corner Selection
For a generie 3D substriwture, each interface Slade
care be a face, edge, or vertex node. Of these, the edge
and vertex nodes, t,het are t!ommor to inure than two
substructures are designated as corner node. Nola con-
sider the 2-way partition of Fig. 9(a.). The nodes oa the
subdornaain edges are irnmediately de-,^ ignatod as corner
modes. It is clear, however, that this definition mak es,
the t.wo substructures at the tiff end (or extremeties of
the tip end in c&w € f in.ore than two chordwise strip;) in-
definite, Each  substructure then carries a rotational rigid
body mode. 'Three, the definition of corner nodes rnostt
include in addition, those edge: nodes, that are common
to only two subdornains, but which occur at the bound-
aries of the structure. With this defarr.ition, the corner
anodes ere now as shown in Fig. 9E b). This definition
also enables the selection of corner nodes for the :I-1)
partition in Fig. 9(c), otherwise, there would be no car-
ner nodes. For a very large-scale 3D prcrblein, a large
number of corner nodes i s generated by this proc,Edtire,
leading to a, rnoderatelyr large coarse problern. A superior
choice of corner nodes for a 3-D problern is simply the
subdomain vertices, and like before, additionally those
that occur at the bowidaries. There is then aiwa^,s a
maximum of only 8 corner nodes, per subdomain --- re-
gardless of the arid. In this paper. this selection is scat
implernented. We use th.e previous selection as shown in
Fig. 9(b). Note._ the corner nodes define super elements
that constitute the co me problem, aced, For a 2-D par-
:it`=_o€.a the, oprimal selection can leave. the super elements
without internal sodas_ The con.cerrs for eierneni Locking
under the-qf circamstances require a closer examinationinatio
- ghat has not laee;r carried out vet.
Node reorder
-I`ne reordering brings the interior nodes fiat, fol-
lowed by 'interf we nodes. tlren corner node, and hImIl,Y
Root
-0.4 4.2 4 0.2
chord, rya
Figure 14: Blade steady deflection in
hover using prescribed pressure airloads
(only ;rid outlines are shown)
the boundary nodes. The procedure depends ore the grid,
partition (I-1) or 2--1)), and the s0eCticara Of corner nodeq.
The N elemental nodes in each brick is a,=:soc,iat.ed widi
a natural within each slzbstructure, The natural order is
then associat€d with a reordered order, and its reverisv,
with an association baek to natiirat. In ;addition, The
natural order is assioc:iated with the global order as the
geometry and material constitution is defined in the, tat-
ter.
Domain Connectivity
Domain Connectivity is merely a matter of book-
keeping. For a Lag:ra.rgran problem, the connectivity, re-
rnaimi static, arid. creeds to be eal.culated oniv once for
a grid, F3ccrause of the mare--floating, non-overtapp'rrau,
and conforming nature of the partitions and eteni arts,
there, are no search, interpolation, or projection require-
ments, Consequently, there are no errors introduced dur-
ing erlbstruciture to substructure z;orcrm,=rlaication, Each
snbstructur,^,
 carries a destination map and a reception
reap, T. he destiriaticar, reap contains the substructures to
which quantities are to be di.ispatched., and the internal.
rjcacl€: numbers to which they
 correspond, '°Piss= reception
i%2ap-, contains tlw substructure-s frCm] w1 ich qu ntitie's,
are to be receivcrd, and tho internal x-,ode numbers to
which  they- will correspond.
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Figure, 15: Convergence pattern of FETI-
DP/Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
updates for simulations on 4 to 48 pro-
cessors.
Steady Hover Prototype
The steady hover OdeaD protot ype: simply solves
for blade response wising a prescribed pressiire airl€iad
at rx c onstant collective angle. The non-Nitear solution
procedure uses Newton-Raphson ci t,er iterations, aromid
F= f' `Irl-DP imier solves. The F'l_.TI-.DP inner solves use a
Corklugate Gradient C E update in hover. ` bi g is ode
c1€crate a's the stifl'ile-ss rnatrix is s r,11 retric.
Several initial updates of the stiffness matrix are
ztos^ taa _ to include the non-linear structural stiffness
which proAdes the kev extension-bending non-linearity
associated with rotation, Figure. 13 shows the conver-
gence of this non-linearity it the initial part of the plot;.
Aroiznd 8 to 10 iterations are required for a tight con-
vergenc,e_ subsequently, the rotor stiffness matrices can
be apd te€l arly at certain intervals; if desired, wile ns-
ing modified Newton in between. Dace the stnictival
zar n-linearities are converged, the pressure airlowis are
imposed on the blade. The convergence, of the airloazl it-
erations are shown in the same, plot in the right hand side.
The two parts are separated as conceptually these are
fluid--stnw,trare iteraTions where the g eorretric stiffness
reed not be updated. The results chow`, however, are,
with Rill'- tspdat€x3 stiffnesses in every iteration. The di-
rection cf the pressure ai.rloads is defcxrmation-dependant
and wiknow-n a-priori_ Thus ; egn1libratun iterations are
required.
lit each iteration, the virtual work is c:.al€ ulat.e€1 bid
on the previous sicEormat'ion state. An. alternative, and
name rigoroars, approach is to linearize the forcing ass--
hag incromental displaceitf.ents. This leads, to a non-
symmetric stiffness contribtition, which is however eas-
ily ha.trdled by replacing the georne°trio. stiffness J with
1 `2I T J`) ws t;he role of the Orlln ess^ is € my to con erYe
tiie Newt n iterations, however, iterations are still nee-
„0	
20	 40 	 60 
	
80
Matrix-vector rrautt€plir a
Figure lfi: Convergence of GMR S tip-
dates for various restart numbers; all cal-
culations use 33 processors.
es-,aa°y and therefore we believe the previous configuratioll
approach is more efficient, The- relatively large. deforrria
Lion corrrsporsrling to airloa.ds 3 is shown in Fig. 14=
Within eaxh Newton iterations is the Kryl€ter solver,
FE'f'I-DP with CCU updates. The convergence ca°iteria ill;
set tight to I(3^ x2 for all CASes in this gttr€iy. Fig. 15
shows the conver€;erace of the xltier when ruin errs 4 to 48
processors, "`e will alw=ays show the con-vergence ec rte
spondlug to the first Newton iteration ae it begins with
a, zero gness and takes the most number of iteratJorrs.
'rile s€°alability (fixed problem size) of these calculations
are excainhied in more detail in the next section, Here,
we note that the rininber of iteratious in€arease with an
increase in the ricrmber of processors, buf: only graditz-
ally the, featisre of an algorithm wh€=re the pre'on-
ditioned interface problems grow-s slowly, and only at a
pol'ylogarithmic rate with increase in the number of sllb-
d€ rnair€.s. Physically, it nrearrs that the increasing  coarge
problem allows a greater transfer of substructure infor-
mation acr",L the, global structure.
rf^-ansient Forward Flight Prototype
The transient forward flight prototype ,solves for
blade re: posse using the Same get of pre geribed presstire
air oad as in hover, bia now she stiffness acrd forcing val-
ues are those that, arise out of a single time strap in a dine-
marching procedure. We. consider a Newmark s€herne
with a 5" avimuth step. The control angle variation i
takers as 91w-;s -- 20' + Vctr. -qi - 5' sin t;. The dynamic
stiffness now contains the compiete-, inertial tnrins and
umi-symetric dice the gyrotx, opic clam=ping. The FE TI-
DP inner solves rxow use a Generalized Minisvml Resid-
ual (CNI ES) update.
The matrix stru,..tiire will be identical in every time
step, therefore " for pnrposc- of sccalabi t.y stnd; it is
er,ot,gh to ('onsider Only one. Issue, related 10 payallel'tza-
I8
€tiou arise irnuiediart€*ly due to the presence, of the A rncmidi
^'I orithm wit-in Cz' fRES. This issue. its rc=soh ion, and
its impact: on seaiabii.ity if any, are described and stud-
ied in detail in the next section. 11 n.like CG where eac°.is
upfdate require €aniy two previous updates for €onsi rix-
tion, in CF' BES, e wh update require information from
every previous tip& tes. Por example, as shown earlier
in Fig - 15 if 1.00 iterations are required, :100 such vec-
tors hive to be stored_ A standard procedure is to rise
a restarted version where only in previous update9 are
used at a time_ Once a set of rTQ updates are obtained an
e;tirn ce of =;be ;oirrticsti is c:f^sg tr:zet€,td. '.TIC€; M tztacdatcs
are then thrown away and the construction of a ue-w set
begins w4h the current estimate of they solution.
Figure Icy shows that for the small grid size used
here. the convergence pattern is similar over a broad
range of restart parameter even Tn = 5 is adequate
to obtain c€uvergence. For purposes of a reaa.Iistic scala-
bility study, bowever., we, will consider 777, = 30, 40, and
50, These are deemed adequate: for large-scale structural
configurations with dense interface matrices,
SCALABILITY OF 3_g ROTOR ANALYSIS
The :scalabifity of the 3-D FEE paral.€ei solver is re-
ported here in detail. `CTe first section is releva it to the
steam: hove-, prototype. The Krylov solver rises a CG
update Isere. The idea of substructure opts me-lity and
definition of sealability is introduced here. The second
sects€ ri is relevant to the transient forward flight; pr a-
t,otype. The, Krylov solver is egtfipt ed with a. C3MRES
update here.
Steady Hover
n
........... 7^ . 7^ .
r E	 Subdoirr 1 coax'4 FETI DP [ Solvea
16 201 757 130 775 W68
2^ ?0q € 463 391 6`22L'10
1.2 :I ttp 246 63 458 770
16 1.94 165 52 1	 lie t 5^0
24 ' 1.91 96 51 267 416	 i
3`3_ 1 190 66 71 913 '15
100 30 168 1 87 i	 395
Table 10: Solver time vs. number of substructures
on a single processes
Consider the grid of size 96 x 4 x 2. It is partitioned
(Tito 6 to 48 substructures using a 2-way ls^r[ltiozaiarg:
i..e_ substrr.eture arrangement similar to Fib. 0iaf hav-
ing 3 x 2 to 24 y 2 blocks. `EIse solver time forfear each of
these problems are shown in Fig. 17. The hmportanco
of substructurin.- Is immediately apparant, There is a
steep drop in soluticin tirnt, with increasing number of
substrm.ctures. For any probke;n of a fixed sizes- a condi-
ti€n of dismr4iaiahing return must eventually be rcac'hedi
wk,11 an optimal number of substructure producing tlm(,'
Table 11: Solver time vs. number of processors,
each processor contains one substructure
nminirnain1 s6hltic;r: t:lTnC f€>r thflt PrOblena size. NVc shall
call this the .5".Zbstr ct optirnatUty number. For this
problem it is 32. Note however that the rise in soitit:ion
time beyond the optimality point is not rr^"_4=r1y as steep
as its decline prior to it, and there is a lame region over
which it remains flat. For this problem, this region is
betweer3 16 to 48 substructures, This flat region is a gift
of iterative cnbstriacturing..It is shown later that this re-
gion is som itive to the partitioning and rorner selection
procedures. A good partit,ioner aired comer seiector will
keep this region fat, a poor one will produce a steep rise.
i_
0	 8	 16	 24	 32	 4€1	 48
No. of su stru tares
Figure 17: Solver time vs. number of
substructures for calculations on a sin-
gle processor.
A. parallel i mplc.rnerrtat: on solves each substructure
on a separate pro€es—i3r. Not.e that, it 'is important to
calcu l ate the speed-iu) obtained, using the Single proces-
sor time with the same number of substructures, That
is, they salver time with, say 32 must be Con-
pared with the correspornling so€v(€r time on a single pro-
cessor that u,^ es 32 substrncuires_ Thi s is to ensure that:
computat ions of the, ""acne Complexity are cornpar°ed; odh-
er Asei, th€; speed-up is contar inateki with the berr€fits of
8tibstructuring and a stiper-liBcar number is ah^ 'ay," ob-
tained. This is because using 32 substmcturek: oD a sin-
gle processor by itself reduc the solver drae by sxanEe
than 32 _ a fact that tw< nothing to do with paralleliz,
?,9
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Figure 18, Parallel spud-zap for calcula-
tions on multiple processors, each sub-
structure solved in a separate processor.
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Figure 20: Effect of grid partitioning and
corner selection on parallel speed-up for
calculations on multiple processors.
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F'igur€, 19: Effect of grid partitioning and
corner selection on scalier time as a func-
tion of number of substructures; calcula-
tions on a single processor.
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Figar 21: Two different problem sizes
with the same substructure opt€tnality;
solver time vs. number of substructures
on a single processor.
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Lion but substructuring itself. The parallel speed-up Is
shown ira Fig. 18, Even for This lzxed problern gaze, it
has a perfe^,tly linear trend rip to the paint of suhstruc-
ture opthnality. Note that thw point corresponding to 32
proce-ssors has nothing to de, with the point correspond-
ing to 16 processors. Indeed, the :32 processor rurr takes
only p : s whereas the 16 proc"sor rein takes, 2 q .2s, i.e.
l^ s than half t:he time. ^r^'hat the speoed- yap plot sh.uws is
that :32 processor run. toe problern exactly :32 tunes faster
ownpared to a sings- processor using 32 substructures.
Linear speed-up fans i
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hurts, 22: Parallel speed-up for problem
sizes with the same substructure opti-
mality, salver time vs. number of sub-
structures.
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Figure 213: Two different problem sizes
with the same substructure optimality,
solver time vs. number of substrneture?s
on a single processor.
The drop off in scalabi€ity beyond 32 is
studied using the exact: tit€sir;.gs for the differ€ nt pans
of the cornputation. The timings for the single procefm
,"or grid paxaF.lel caletlations are given in l blc !0 an d
56
Grid size (48.4,2?. Linear spead-up lire
48	 0 Grid size (48 414)
M 40'
i
CD 32,0
CL
24 i '	 l
I
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16	 24	 32	 Oft	 48	 56
Ito. of promessors
Figure 24, Parallel speed-up for problem
sizes of same substructure optimality.
1.1, Its the tables; `l, E refers to the Elms, takers to con-
struct the, st r teat ral naatric.cs. 'Solver total' ref€;rs t€ the
fatal solver tune. The two together constitsate the to-
tal sim€ilation tirrre. The 'Sohrer total' titre consists of
three paxts: (1) `Subdom LU' time, which refers to the
sursdomain factorization, (2) `C"oarse ` time, which refers
to the coarse problem factorization and corrannnication,
and (,3) the ` E'l l-ICI'/1'C G5 tirn , refers to the ICrylov,
solver Urne. Note that the later i.rchides the cornputation
and couzirunicatior costs of the residual, pre-conditioner.
and matrix-vector rnult:ip lies, and the additional conanu-
nki ations regjiiaed for the updates. The co rimunications
costs are, of course, incurred only during the parallel Cal-
culations.
From Table Lid, which shows the single, processor
Ornings, the reason behind the flat regions in Fig. 17 is
clear. `Fhe growth in they coarse prohlern is offset by the
reduction in the Krvlov solver time. This is as expected
, r -^ purpose of the c oan e problem is precisely that
but the rnain point is that the coarse solver should be
just enough to seas=c this purpose and no, laxgetr, nee that
the substructure optirnal.itiy is pushed to as high a pro-
cee-svr riumber as poss ible. Beyond the optimality point,
any p7osvth in the coarse problern is an indicator of in-
creased communication cost for the parallel inlplewert-
cation_ Noto, that the eoprse problem is salved in every
processor and as such, requires a global comrriunicati€ nr
The drop off in Fig, IS is a direc t, consequence of this
communication cast. To stunrrtarize, a key obje€live of
the coarse problem should be to keep the growth beyond
trbstructur€y opiirnalit;y. to a4 gradu l as ir^ez°e«4e m pcx-
sible. This has no bearing upon scalability with respecF-
to problem sire, but serves to extend linear spekd-up for
a fixed problem size to a^ high a prose car nunJ)tr wi
passible. 
illustrate the irrrporta sce of the coarse prob-
lern with a worse partitioning. The wine probleni
when treated with a ] -was pa.ftit-icaiinga',s if'4ku2:rated in
m
C2
M
EL
2.1.
Figs. 9(c), 9(ei), and 10 generates. a timing aTid sc%,la-
bility plat as shown in Figs. 19 and 20, The 2-way I ar
-6tic naing re-,ults are also plotted feat• comparison. Clearly,
from, Pig. 19, the same problem race hm a -ubstructure
optimality of 16, as opposed to 32, A good parallel h n-
plementation ,should g auranmtee a linear speed-up at least
upto 16 processors. 5calability beyond this aurraber is ex-
pected to be, affected adversely by communication cots
of tilt cownse problerna. This is exactly Tat is observed
in Fig, 20,
The Imear speed-up r •ar,ge; is not a function  of prob-
lem sire but of substructure optimality. for example,
Fi=gs. 21 and 22, compares the single procc. ssor solution
t:irane and parallel speed-tap of a bigger problem of sire
96 x 4 x 4. From the single processor solution time, it
is clear dais the substructure optirnality is still :32. As
a result, the linear speed-up range still extends (Ally up
to 32. The same conclusiorms hold for very small probleni
sizes, &s s€aown in Figs. 2:3 aiA 24. The smallest grid of
48Y-4 x2 still shows a linear speed-up tip t€, '214 processors
equal to its valm ofsubstructure optirnslit y. In the sanile
manner as a grid of 48 x 4 x 4 whiff is twice its . size_
In su ynraary, for a given problem size, the present
solver show-, a perfectly Iinear speed-rip for at least ray
arsons- processors as its substructure €a tinraality. To ex-
tend this linear speed-tap range, a snnaller coarse. problem
is required. An eyample, of such a selection vyas shown
eariier in Fig. 12.
The sco,labiiity with itrercasing problem siwe is ii-
€ is,trated in table '12. Problem 2 has twice the size; of
Problem 1. Problem 3 ha-s same size as 'Pr€nbiern 2, only
difreFerit grid characteristics. Problem 2 and 3 therefore
have similar solver tir,nes, loll to substructure opt, mality
which sets in at 24 processors. for Problem 3. 'bl oke timin"e;
of Problem 1 and Problem 2 pr"i dde a sinntple illustration
of scalability wi th increasing size. Because Problem 2 is
t,wico the size, twice the number of processors provide an
approxirnatel.y same solve time. For example, Problem
2 on 12 processors take similar f=irtie as Problem .t on 6.
Problem 2 can 16 take similar time as Problem 1 can S.
Table 12: Parallel solver times showing scalabil-
ity with respect to problem: size up to limits of
substructure optimality.
1430
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Figure 25: Solver time vs. number of sub-
structures on a single processor, FEII:I-
DP/PGMRES.
T^-ansient Forward Flight
The game conclusions on effective partitioning and
substructure opti-wdity are carried ow rit, this sections.
These results, Which ore ver y similar to those shown. in
Dover, are not repoat.ed, The scalabilit y resulf,s of a single:
grid size 96 x 4 x 2 (with substructure optirnality of 32) is
pre-sented here. 'he results for the other grids compare
sirnilarav to hover results.
"[able I& Parallel FETI-DP/PG11 RE s salve=r
throes (sees.) with Modified Gram-Schimdt and
Classical Gram-Schiumdt with Iieorthogonaliza-
tion based Arnoldi procedures.
The scalability of the parallel FE'I'I-F)E'z1'C MJ3-ES
solver involving the= .noo-s ,yni metric; rrna.trices in forward
Right shows s fi near a tread as those of the FOR-
1)1'/PC(' solver in hover_ The single processor t,irning;s
are shown in Fig. 25. All calculations use the Reorthogo-
m0izad Classical Garin-Schiindt Arnoldi procedure. The
increw,ing re.9tart parameters all shave the same timr ng;s
an a single processor -- as expected, because- their 11fect is
only on memory but im,wr increasing c-osrrmuncat.ion
(",osts, for a parallel calculation. However. For the srnall
size problem considered here, there is no discernable dif-
ferences betuve=n1 the three versions even in paralleL As a,
rF aril, the k-ala,lmility plot shown in Fig. 26 is identical for
all three case. Indeed, even they Modified Cram-Schirwit
21)
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Figure 26: Parallel speed-up of FETI-
DP , /PGMRES solver using Classical
Gram-Smidt, with Reorthogonalization
based Arnoldi procedure.
procedure show, the sarne scalability behavior. 
The lat-
fer is expected to be drastic.ally inferior for large sabdo-
main problems. Note. however. regardless of ,icalability,
the 
actual 
solution times for Reorthogonal i zed ("Jassical
Grain-Schimelt are by themselves lower compare to the
k-lodified Gram-Schim& This difference is expected to
be drastic for large scale, problems, This trend is dear in
Table 13, where the former provides a marginally faster
timing trend. Given the small s ize of the problem, a
concrete conclusion is still prernature,
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
A 3-D FE'-d analysis for rotary wing dynamic-9 was
formulated with emphasis on the inertial torans unique
to rotorcraft. A. dual primal iterative substructuying
ba,, d Kry 'lov solver was developed for a. fTffl y parallel
solution pc6Jure. The FETI-D1 1 domain deef)impog it loll
KlgorRhm As used for this purpose. The algorithm was
equippe 4,;,,-with a GNIRES update, in addition to its tra-
diflonal'CG based implementation, due t o the. unique.
UOU-SyFnlnletriC na1ure, of the rotary Whig hiertial tenn's.
The scalabiliry of this solver was studied in detail both
for hover and transient forivard flight protot ypes. The
key components of rotorcraft analysis: multibody dy-
namic^, periodic relq)onse solution, blade airloads, and
henM trim were riot part of this study. The feed Was,
purely on the seplability of a 3-D FENI baseld, large scale
strict mil dynarnic ualyqis. That is the key contribu-
tion of this paper. The, following am the key corwlusiolvs,
of this study-
Key conclusions
1. Given a, fixed problem sizce, therf,, is always an op-
timall number of substructures or subdontains bito
which the problem can be sub-dMded so as to re-
gRES(30	 Unear speed-up line, 
GMRES(40).
40	 MRES(50)..l
CL
CL
0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50
No. of processors
Figure 27: Parallel speed-up of FETT-
DP/PGMRES solver using Modified
Gram-Smidt based Arnoldi procedure.
quire the n-.iinimum solution time. 'Uhis subdon-min
optirnahty grows with problein size. Beyond this
optirnality, the benefits of smaller sized subdornains
are offset by the increwdrig interface. "This has less
bear ;ng oil scalabilitv but is critiizal for the actual
time.
Me pfeserw implementation of the 3D FENI rotor
code is scalable and shows a smear 8peed-up. That
is. an p-processor calculation with a separalle gub-
Aructure in ewij processor takes 1/p the time com-
pared to a single processor with p-substrueture-. It
also scales w ith problem size. That i q , a n-time-s
larger problem takes similar time with n, x p pro^*s-
sors. For a fixed problem size, a drop off in scalabil-
RV eventually - but not before the subdomaitJ
optiniality number is readied, At that point, there
is 
no rEwson to use any inore, processors unless a
larger problem is atracked in -which ease, linear
,peed,-flap d-up Is restored again tip to the new optirouln.
llsi,vever, even if more processors than optimum is
used, the su^itahitity only reaches, a plateau, and doos
not show a dramatic, drop off.
3. This plateau steins frorn the nature of iterative smb-
strue,turing, Urdike classical suhstructuring, here,,
there is a flat region in thne vs_ substructure curve,
such that the penalty incurred tpjr u^4n- more, than
the OptilMllll WIMbeT Of prOCkSSOTS is Very grad-
ual. On the, other hand, the difference betweer,
the plateau and the linear speed-up line- stems from
two practical considerations, First, the subdomain
to subdornain eommunication	 and second, the
0global r vr^5e problern cor i municat, ion cost.'I	 _11
4. The first penalty is a minor issue that camiot be
avoided, It can be rainimized by by ininimizing the
number of,,syncronization poin f^ durinA the Kr to
updates, This is pertinent more to GMRES where
23
the modified C1r« ray-Scruidt algorithm the most ata-
tsle procedure for Senerating t;h€, {rylov basis - in-
currs a. significant; cost. In this paper
we have compared the inodifed Ciratta-Sernidt with
a cheaper dassicad Grarn-`i ,rriidt. Tl e later requir€'S
an additional re^-orthogonalizirg step that is optional
and i5 cxarned out only when necessary.
5. The ,o ,O rd penalty is a major issue. The size of the
Coarse problem 15 a key driver of scalafrdity, Tho
rule is to select corner& which are common to more
than two subdomains. In 3D this generates a Very
large number. In addition, depending on the par-
titioning, there may not he any earner node at all.
'l h, key isle, js that the nun.iber of corner nodes cain
vary depending on partitioning but they merit be
seiected to ensure nullity of the s€ bdornamn kernels,
Thus, a special, smart partition€3r is n€rode€l, that
mill iTni7ui the selevtion of corner nods while eniur,-
ing the above req ilrement. Net just arty partitioner
will do. In the present paper this task has been eat
fly wco plished manually, due to the -,iiople nature
of the geornetry and grid,
Finally, we note, that the theoretical condition num-
ber estimates and proof of optimality in domain del-
composition is Massed on the, assumption of synimet-
He and coercive operators with CC updates. 'Tbe}
are lass devedope.d for non-symmetric syst.errrs 1 . 11.11 and
are ustaaily based on the assum=ption  of the, domi-
naric,ce of the sYmi metric: operator. One approach is
to build upon algorithms that are provably optimel
for the farmer to extend th€ui to the later This is
the procedure followed in this paper. IVV'e first ver-
ify the performance, of the algarit.bms in ideal how's.
^Ve then extend their to real Fcnvard flight €°ondi-
tdous. ^Vv equip E'l'I-DP with GMRES updates
for this purpose and d€inonstraLed optimal conver-
gence sca ability patterns computationally. "e, do
not attetupt to provide formal theoretical a,,timatt's
in this raper.
Tb rust Areas for Future Research
A suggested list for facture directions of this reseanc-.h
is given below subdivided into tfaree categories.
Fundamental Research
3. Scalable solution for periodic dynamics -- temporal
domain	 for boundary value. Fsrobleni i
in time.
1 :3-1) FEN-1 1 nnultibodv, dvnamie coupled analy=sis 1111
xtrr h nistn and inetho dology.
Applied Wsearclr
1. Loc;knig-Free, elements, hierarchical elernents, node
is=s's ejeunplits to fac°ihtate f°^-d ,I multibody €iynarn-
ic;s architee iture.
2. Exact and generic,,  3_1) Fluid-Structure izsterfaces
:3. Exact delta coupling procedures for trim solution i
level and tiirnin'- flight:.
. Sy art substructuring - efficient corner rfc de selec-
tiont interface localization, and modal reordering.
5. Int;erfmi.ig with 3-I) solid geometry and grid tool ,
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